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You are supposed to answer ALL questions. The assignments (1A)—(3E)

all carry the same weight in the assessment.

Part 1: Questions on various topics
Provide a thorough answer to each of the following questions:

(1A) Are tax pressure and excess burden of taxation the same concepts?

(1B) What is the difference between a horizontal externality and a ver-

tical externality in the theory of fiscal federalism?

(1C) Can country-specific regulation policies internalize a global exter-

nality (e.g. Greenhouse gas emissions) when global regulation policies do not

exist?

Part 2: Tax incidence and tax distortion
Consider a perfectly competitive market for a certain consumption good.

The price per unit of the good received by the seller is  = − , where 

is the price per unit of the good paid by the customers, and  is a tax paid

by the seller to the tax agency.

(2A) Describe what is meant by the formal/legal incidence of a tax and

what is meant by the economic incidence of a tax. Is it the seller or the

buyer who has the formal tax incidence in this case?

Consider an increase in the tax rate . Let MEB denote the marginal excess

burden of the tax change, and let  and  denote the share born by buyers

and sellers, respectively, of the extra total tax burden of buyers and sellers.

It is possible to derive the following approximations for MEB,  and :

MEB ≈ 





 + 
  ≈ 

 + 
  ≈ 

 + 


where  is the elasticity of supply with respect to the price ,  is the

(numerical) elasticity of demand with respect to the price , and  denotes

the equilibrium price without a tax.

(2B) Describe the economic intuition behind the above formulas and

illustrate the impact of the tax change on tax incidence and tax distortion

in a supply-demand-diagram.
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(2C) Describe the impact on economic incidence and tax distortion in

the special case where the supply of the good is perfectly elastic and in the

special case where the demand of the good is perfectly inelastic.

Part 3: The elasticity of taxable income
Consider an individual with preferences represented by the utility function

 = − 

1 + 

³


´ 1+




where  is consumption,  is taxable income,  is the productivity/ability of

the individual, and  is a positive parameter. The consumption level of the

individual is given by

 =  −  () 

where  () is the tax payment.

(3A) Show that the optimal choice of taxable income of the individual

is characterized by

∗ =  (1−)

 (1)

where  =  0 (∗) is the marginal tax rate.

(3B) Provide a definition of the elasticity of taxable income (ETI) and

show that the ETI for the individual equals .

Consider now two groups of individuals H and L. The  parameter is identical

for the two groups but they have different ability levels. Group H has the

highest ability level H while group L has a lower ability level L. The

income levels of the two groups are observed both before and after a tax

reform. The marginal tax rate of group H is H
1 before the reform and H

2

after the reform, and the income levels are H1 before the reform and H2
after the reform. The corresponding marginal tax rates and income levels of

group L are denoted by L
1 , 

L
2 , 

L
1 and L2 . In this case, the ETI may be

computed as £
ln
¡
H2
¢− ln ¡H1 ¢¤− £ln ¡L2 ¢− ln ¡L1 ¢¤

[ln (1−H
2 )− ln (1−H

1 )]− [ln (1−L
2 )− ln (1−L

1 )]
 (2)

which is used by Martin Feldstein to estimate the ETI in his article "The

effect of marginal tax rates on taxable income: A panel study of the 1986 tax
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reform act.", published in the Journal of Political Economy (1995). Below

is a copy of Table 2 from the article.

(3C) Use the optimum condition (1) to prove that the expression (2) is

equal to the ETI.

(3D) Describe the main results of Feldstein (1995) and describe how the

results are obtained by using the copy below of Table 2 from his article.

(3E) Discuss the assumptions underlying the empirical estimates of the

ETI by Feldstein (1995) and potential reasons why the estimates may be

biased.

Copy of Table 2 in Feldstein, M. (1995). "The effect of marginal tax rates on taxable

income: A panel study of the 1986 tax reform act." Journal of Political Economy.
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